We present a logic programming language, GCLA*** (Generalized horn Clause LAnguage), that is based on a generalization of Prolog. This generalization is unusual in that it takes a quite different view of the meaning of a logic program--a "definitional" view rather than the traditional logical view.
giving the value of the execution. In the second category an execution of a program amounts to evaluating an expression to a canonical value which is the result of the execution. Executing a logic program means constructing a substitution ("binding" variables to certain values) such that a certain goal is true according to the program under the given substitution.
During the past years logic programming has proved a good framework for writing programs with high expressive power while still providing the ability to execute programs efficiently. The key to this combination is the Prolog language, which uses definite Horn clauses as programs, and resolution as computation rule. Extensions to Prolog have been proposed by several authors, e.g. Gabbay, s) Miller, 11) and Naish, lz) most extending the language to larger subsets of logic. In contrast, we propose the language of generalized Horn clauses (GCLA) as a "non-logical" extension to Prolog. Generalized Horn clauses are a generalization of definite Horn clauses, not within the traditional logical framework, but rather within the framework of partial inductive definitions described by Halln~s and Schroeder-Heister? ,7,8) using a more primitive proof-theoretic view of Horn clause programming. As a programming language, GCLA is best regarded as belonging to the group of logic programming languages, but with some properties usually found among functional languages.
The use of (ordinary) inductive definitions in logic programming has been proposed earlier by Hagiya and Sakurai. 6) In contrast to our work, they did not use inductive definitions as the basis for a programming language, but rather as a logic for reasoning about Prolog programs.* Partial inductive definitions give a definitional framework which, in a sense, is of a more primitive and general nature than a standard logical framework. In GCLA, a program is not looked upon as a set of true facts and implications from which conclusions are drawn using a computation rule, but rather as a definition of rules determining the possible inferences. One could say that in GCLA the program forms the "system's mind", meaning that the inference rules of the "logic" are given by the program. This contrasts with Prolog where the inference rule is given a priori and the program is executed within this given framework.
To execute the program, we pose a query to the program by presenting a goal G and ask whether there is a substitution cr such that G6 holds according to the logic defined by the program. As we pose a query to the program the system tries to construct a deduction showing that G6 holds in the given logic.
GCLA's generalization of Horn clause programming includes hypothetical and non-monotonic reasoning as integral parts. This makes it easy to handle hypothetical queries, negation and AI techniques like non-monotonic reasonThose familiar with the theory of inductive definitions may note that the main theoretical difference between ordinary and partial inductive definitions is that the operator associated with a partial inductive definition is not necessarily monotone (see Ref. 7) ).
ing, simulation and planning, in a natural way. GCLA can be given a query which includes assumptions, or queries can be made where GCLA is asked what assumptions must be made to make a goal true.
Example 1
To illustrate these basic properties of the language, let us consider an example: Assume we are going to construct a system for the diagnostics of infectious diseases. A formalization of general knowledge in this domain will be the base of our program. We could write a program which defines different infectious diseases by listing typical symptoms. Part of the code* could look like: disease(cold):-symptom(cough), temp(normal). disease(pneumonia):-symptom(persistent_cough), symptom(chill), temp(high).
The expression C:-A, B should be read as "if A and B hold, then C will hold by definition." A goal consists of two parts: one conclusion and a number of assumptions. When posing a query to the program we are intuitively asking whether the conclusion follows from the assumptions in the given program. If there are no assumptions, we are simply asking if the conclusion is true according to our program. A typical situation here is when we have some symptoms and want to ask about a possible diagnosis. In this case we could pose a query like symptom(cough), temp(normal) I-disease(X).
to the program. A ~-B should be read "B follows from A", so the given expression would when interpreted as a query mean that we are asking for a value of X such that the conclusion under this substitution will follow from the assumptions, i.e. what possible infectious disease has as typical symptoms coughing and normal temperature. In this case the system would respond with X = cold.
We might also be in a situation where we do not have complete knowledge of the symptoms and want to get some clues for further investigations.
Here the system would respond with X = high, Y = pneumonia.
A special feature of logic programming languages is the fact that there can be several correct answers to a posed query. This means that if we are interested in answer substitutions other than the first, backtracking will give us * To make this program run under an actual GCLA interpreter, the predicates temp and symptom, must be declared "total" in the sense of Section 3.4.
those when requested. For instance, assume that we want to list the typical symptoms of a given infectious disease. This could be done by posing the following query:
The first (trivial) answer would be X = disease(pneumonia), as the assumption follows trivially from itself. The interesting answers follow, first X = symptom(persistent_cough), then X = symptom(chill), and finally X = temp(high).
Example 2
It is important to understand that there is an essential conceptual difference between assumptions in a hypothetical query and adding new definitional clauses to the program. The program itself is a definition, it presents a world so to speak. Adding new clauses to such a definition could mean that we change the given world, on the other hand when we assume something to hold according to a given definition this does not mean that we are thereby changing the definition. Let us consider a simple example to illustrate this point:
coldweather:-snow.
So we have a world in which snow by definition gives cold weather. Thus assuming cold weather, there must be snow (as there is no other possible cause for the cold weather than snow). But if we changed the world to one where cold weather also holds unconditionally coldweather. coldweather:-snow. it would no longer be possible to derive that it must be snowing in the new world (since the weather now is cold without the explicit cause of snow).
Using the def construct described in the next example, local additions of clauses to the program can be done as the program is running. Such additions would change the "world" and, as the present example shows, makes it possible to directly perform non-monotonic reasoning with GCLA.
Example 3
Now assume we would like to think of a certain program as describing general properties of a family of worlds. When posing queries to the program we add local information that specializes the query to a specific world in the given family.
Suppose the following clause was added to the program of Example 1.
antibiotic(penicillin):-disease(pneumonia),
(exception(penicillin) --~ false).
The construction exception(penicillin)--~false, meaning "falsity follows from exception(penicillin)", i.e. "exception(penicillin) is false" is the way of expressing negation in GCLA.* This clause gives part of a definition of what type of antibiotic should be given to a patient. The clause says that if someone is suffering from pneumonia and there is no exception concerning penicillin noted, then he should be given penicillin as treatment. We could use this definition, and locally add a list of exceptions:
def(exception(penicillin), disease(pneumonia)) Iantibiotic(X).
The def construct means that exception(penicillin) is added to the program as a fact during evaluation of the query disease(pneumonia) I-antibiotic(X).
to which the system would respond with no. If we instead had posed the following query exception(penicillin), disease(pneumonia) Iantibiotic(X).
the first answer would have been X = penicillin, which would be incorrect. When using def we reason on basis of the fact that there is an exception noted. In the second case we assume that there is an exception in the given world. Since the negation construct exception(penicillin) --* false is true whenever exception(penicillin) is undefined, simply assuming the exception will not make the negation false, as it is still not defined by the program.
In cases like Example 1 where we are simply trying to show that things are true it is possible to represent known facts as assumptions in a query.
This situation illustrates rather well what it means to say that a program in GCLA is a definition rather than a set of formulas in a globally defined logic. The meaning of "follows from" (I--) in a query will depend on the particular program you pose the query to. As a programming language GCLA is in a sense more primitive than conventional logic programming. It gives a framework for writing definitions of a certain sort just as a functional language like ML gives a framework for writing function definitions.
These examples show that GCLA holds promise to be a suitable language for building expert systems. For instance, in a rule based system implemented in GCLA, the rules would actually form the logic with which GCLA would reason. In queries to the expert system assumptions about the domain can be given, and this makes it possible to ask hypothetical queries, do simulations, etc.
Planning problems like the blocks world can also be expressed in GCLA.
"Falsity" could be any symbol that is not defined in the given program. This particular example will behave like negation as failure in Prolog, but is really just an instance of the general scheme for evaluating hypothetical queries.
The rules for how and when a block can be moved are given as a program. Given a query with an initial state and some actions, the resulting state can be derived. If given two states, a plan containing actions necessary for reaching the second from the first can be generated. This is possible without writing any additional program or interpreter for running the different kinds of queries. The general execution mechanism of GCLA supports the expression of these queries from the beginning. It also turns out that functional programs can be expressed in GCLA. Thus GCLA integrates logic and functional programming in a single framework. The equations defining pure functional programs are written as Horn clauses and used as the GCLA program, making the GCLA system perform execution steps corresponding to reductions of a functional expression. To find the value of an expression, the expression is assumed and the system is asked what conclusion can be drawn from it. During execution, the expression is successively reduced until the answer has been found.
To demonstrate the feasibility of GCLA, a number of interpreters have been implemented, ~) and an abstract machine has been designed. The abstract machine, called GAM (GCLA Abstract Machine), 21 is developed from the WAM? 4) However, a number of instructions in GAM have different definitions than in WAM, and there is also a number of new instructions. A compiler for translating GCLA programs into GAM instructions is under construction, and an emulator for GAM has been written. This experimental work suggests that GCLA programs can be run efficiently. Preliminary results show that when definite Horn clause (pure Prolog) programs are run using GCLA, the loss of efficiency caused by the greater generality of GAM amounts to a 50% increase in run time compared to a WAM implementation of Prolog.
We will in the following sections give an overview of the basic architecture of the programming language GCLA and give examples of different applications. The language description will thus be largely informal. All in all, this is not a manual for the language, but a description of the basic architecture of GCLA together with some illustrative examples. The purpose of the guard is to determine the applicability of a clause according to recta-logical criteria. Each Gi is a call to a built-in predicate, such as vat, nonvar etc.* If the guards are not all true when a clause is to be used, the clause is ignored. Such calls can not be inserted in the body as in Prolog, since the semantics of G C L A do not permit the body to be read simply a sequence of procedure calls. An empty sequence of guards ([1), can be omitted.
A goal is also different from Prolog's goals since G C L A permits hypothetical queries. A goal comprises, analogue to conditions, assumptions and a conclusion and is written as A1 ..... An ~-C. This should be read C follows from A1, ..., A n according to the program. A general term for the construction A1, ..., An ~-C is a sequent. In this article (but not in programs), we use the symbols /-' and z / a m o n g the assumptions to represent zero, one, or several unspecified assumptions.
w Semantics

Introduction
A (pure) Prolog program is executed by repeatedly applying the resolution rule to the current goal and some clause from the program. During execution a variable substitution is constructed, so that the initial goal, with the constructed substitution applied, is a logical consequence of the program.
Similarly, during G C L A execution, a substitution is constructed so that the initial goal, with the constructed substitution applied, holds according to the program in the calculus of partial inductive definitions. Generally, this answer substitution is the desired result when executing a G C L A program.
The process of constructing the substitutions is considerably more complicated in the G C L A case than in the Prolog case. To explain the semantics of G C L A , we will begin by explaining what it means for a goal to hold according to a program in the calculus of partial inductive definitions. Understanding G C L A in this "static" way corresponds roughly to understanding the declarative semantics of a Prolog program.
Once this is understood, the "dynamic" aspects of G C L A semantics, i.e. what actually happens during execution of a G C L A program can be explained. These aspects can be compared with the procedural semantics of Prolog.
Even though the role of the logical variable is essentially the same in G C L A and in Prolog, its meaning is quite different. In Prolog, variables in clauses correspond to universally quantified variables in logic and variables in * Actually, in the current implementation, guards are just Prolog goals. goals correspond to existentially quantified variables in logic. The theory of partial inductive definitions does not have the concept of a variable, so in GCLA variables have no such logical meaning. Instead, they are best seen as a meta-logical device.
In a clause, such as p (X):-q(X), the variables stand for arbitrary ground terms. In other words, the declarative meaning of a clause is the same as the set of clauses obtained by substituting every possible ground term (of the Herbrand universe) for the variables in the clause. Clauses containing variables are to be regarded as a shorthand notation for such sets of ground clauses. In a goal with variables, e.g. ~-p (X), the variables are placeholders that will be substituted by some terms ("bound") during execution. The case where execution succeeds without any term being substituted for a variable, should be interpreted in such a way that the goal holds when any ground term is substituted for the variable in question.
In Prolog, this meta-logical reading of variables coincides with the logical reading--the "Lifting lemma" in Lloyd 1~ is an example of this. In GCLA, however, there is no logical reading in the traditional sense. This interpretation of variables in GCLA is the key to the connection between the declarative and operational semantics of GCLA and must be kept in mind.
For a more complete and detailed treatment of the semantics of generalized Horn clauses, see Halln~is and Schroeder-Heister. 8)
Declarative Semantics
The declarative semantics of GCLA are precisely those of the partial inductive definitions by Halln~is? ' 7~
The declarative semantics will be given as a number of inference rules and an axiom schema. Here we will regard the assumptions of a sequent as forming a set. Thus we assume no particular order among assumptions, and assumptions may be duplicated freely. This is in contrast to the operational semantics where the order of assumptions reflect the order in which different parts of the program will be executed. Another difference from the operational semantics is that the def and rem constructs, being essentially operational in nature, are not described.
The proper inference rules are divided into two groups. The first two deal with the meaning of hypothetical conditions ("arrow rules"), the second two deal with the inferences determined by the program ("program rules").
(1) The axiom schema
The axiom schema is
F,C~-C
i.e. something always holds if it is assumed. A sequent of this form is usually called an initial sequent.
~2) Arrow rules
These rules give the semantics of the arrow. The first rule, arrow-right, states that a hypothetical condition A1 ..... A, ~ C holds if C holds with the additional assumptions A1 ..... A,. The second rule, arrow-left, states that a hypothetical assumption can be replaced by its conclusion, if the premises of the hypothetical assumptions all hold. These rules are structurally identical to the rules for implication in the ordinary sequent calculus of logic. Again, it must be emphasized that the arrow does not in general have the same meaning as logical implication. Depending on the form of the program, it might, or it might not. For details see Ref.
3) or 7).
(33 Program rules
The two program rules define what it means for a goal to hold "according to a program". Since the exact form of the inference rules depend on what the program is, we are justified in saying that the program actually defines the "logic" used to derive the goal. The second rule, program-left, is more complicated. It is also the most important rule, in the sense that most of the additional power of GCLA over Prolog comes from this rule.
Suppose we want to show that C' holds under some assumptions, including C. Since we assume that C holds, we must also assume that there is some clause C:-A1 ..... A~ defining C, where all the conditions At hold--since nothing can hold without being defined. Thus it would be permissible for us to try to show that C' holds under the assumptions Ai. In a sense, we have replaced the assumption C by its definition.
The situation is more tricky when there is more than one way for C to be defined, i.e. more than one clause has C as its head. In that case the body conditions need hold in only one of the clauses. Since we do not know which clause this is, we must try to show that C' holds using the body of each clause defining C. We have now replaced C by each possible definition. This is very similar to the situation in logic where we must show both A ~-C and B t-C to show that A V B ~-C.
A special case is where C is not defined by any clause at all. In this case C can never hold, so it is absurd to assume it. In this case the inference rule gets no premises, so its conclusion holds immediately by contradiction. This case is essentially the negation by failure rule in Prolog, From these rules the important difference between assumptions and program in GCLA is obvious. The program determines the exact form of inference rules, assumptions do not. While assumptions are facts that we assume to hold, clauses are really not facts at all, but relations between facts.
Examples
Consider the following program P. We will give a derivation to show that a --* b(l) holds according to the program P. This derivation starts with an axiom, then uses the program-right rule, and finally the arrow-right rule. Here the last step uses the program-left rule. To motivate it, consider that the clause b(Z):-c, should be read as the set of clauses formed by all possible instantiations of Z by a ground term. Thus b(1) in the goal occurs in the head of exactly two clauses, the second clause of the program, and the instance of the third clause where 1 is substituted for Z. The inference has two premises, each with assumptions coming from the body of one of these two clauses.
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics will also be described as a series of inference rules. The main difference from the inference rules above is that the present rules work on contexts, consisting of an ordered set (list) of sequents, a substitution and a program. By using a list of sequents, it is possible to write the rules with only one premise, making the inference rules correspond to state transitions.*
The inclusion of a substitution in the context makes it explicit how an answer substitution is constructed as the program executes. Likewise, the explicit inclusion of a program permits definition of the def and rein constructs that manipulates the running program.
To execute a program, we start with a context consisting of a list containing the goal only, an empty substitution, and the program itself. Inference rules are then applied successively in a backward (goal-oriented) fashion, each time giving a new context. As execution proceeds, substitutions will be accumulated in the context. Provided the program does not loop, we will eventually obtain an "initial context" with an empty list of sequents. As this means there are no more subgoals, the execution stops. The substitution in this initial context is the desired answer substitution. In other words, the sequent resulting from applying this substitution to the original goal will hold according to the program in the declarative semantics.
Contexts will be written as
where X is a list of sequents, 0 is a substitution and P the current program. Lists of sequents will be built up using the. (dot) operator, the empty list will be denoted by q~. Sequents will be written as in the previous section. This time, however, the assumptions of a sequent are assumed to be ordered, and can not be duplicated freely.
Our notation for substitutions will be the usual one. A substitution is a set of bindings {xl/tl ..... xn/t~) where each xi is a variable and each ti is a term. If E is some expression and ~ a substitution then Ea is the expression obtained from E by simultaneously substituting each occurrence in E of every xi by the corresponding ti. 0a is composition of the substitutions 0 and o, i.e
. (EO)a = E(OcO. As usual, mgu(A, B) denotes the most general unifier of A and B.
A guard is interpreted as a built-in propositional function. So if G is a guard and ~ a substitution we assume it is defined what it means for G~ to be true.
(1~ Initial context
The initial contexts are the axioms of the operational semantics. They all have an empty set of sequents, so no inference rules are applicable to them, ~b <0, P)
for any 0 and P.
[2) Initial sequent
Xa <Oa, P> ( C, F F-C').2 (0, P)
where a is a mgu of C and C'. This rule corresponds to the case where a subgoal is an initial sequent.
~33 Arrow rules (A~, ..., An, F ~-C).2
<0, P> (F k-A~ ..... An ~ C).X (0, P) (F ~-AI) ..... (F ~-A,). ( C, F ~-C').2 (0, P) ((A, ..... A, --, C), r ~-C').s (0, P)
~4] Program rules (Fo ~-Ale) ..... (Fo ~-Ana).s (Oa, P) (F ~-C').X (0, P)
where 
((AH .... , A~nl, F f-C') ..... (A,~ ..... A,,,, F ~-C'). Z)a (Oa, P) (C, F F-C').Z (0, P)
where a is a C-sufficient substitution as explained below, and the clauses The algorithm used by GCLA to compute a C-sufficient substitution is as follows: Let C1 .... , Cn be a permutation of the heads of all program clauses in P and let 
mgu(C, C') if it exists mgu'(C,
C
am+l = ammgu'( Cam, Cm+l) G --tTn
Note that this algorithm considers all clause heads of the program. Those clauses that are not applicable for the rule is rejected by the condition Cid = Cd above.
In order for the last rule to be a correct implementation of the programleft rule of the declarative semantics, an additional condition must be imposed. This condition requires that none of the clause bodies, Ai ...... Ai,, contain variables that do not also occur in the corresponding clause head, C~. This condition is similar to the condition on negation as failure in Prolog that negative goals are all ground when invoked.
It would be possible to avoid this restriction by introducing explicit quantification. Another alternative could be to omit the check altogether, leaving it to the programmer to ensure that no new variables are introduced by some application of the last rule or that any variables introduced will behave as the programmer intends.
The operational semantics of the program-left rule are incomplete in the sense that there are cases where GCLA is unable to find substitutions that would make the goal hold according to the program, given the declarative semantics.
The soundness of the rules of the operational semantics in implementing the declarative semantics is proved by Halln/is and Schroeder-Heister in Ref. 8) .
Examples
We will repeat the examples of the last section, this time using the rules of the operational semantics.
Recall that P was the following program a:-a.
b(I):-a. b(Z):-c
To solve the goal F a ---, b(I) we obtain the following derivation:
The goal b(X) ~ a may be solved in P) P) P> P) the following manner.
<(X/1, Z/1}, P> (c F-a).~b <{X/1, Z/1}, P) (a F a). (c F a).q5 <{X/1, Z/1}, P> (b(X) F a).q5 <qS, P>
The bottommost step (the one executed first), is an instance of the program-left inference rule, with {X/1, Z/1} as a b(X)-sufficient substitution. In the uppermost step (the one executed last), also an instance of the program-left rule, there is no c-sufficient substitution (since there is no clause defining c), so the set of clauses selected is empty.
The initial context at the top of the derivation has the substitution { X~ 1, Z/1}, which is an answer substitution for the goal. (In fact {X/l} is a sufficient answer substitution, since Z does not occur in the goal.)
(5) Def and rein rules
We will now give the rules defining the def and rem operations mentioned in Example 3 of the introduction. The intentions of these operations are to make local modifications to the program by adding or removing clauses.
The construction def(K, C) executes the condition C in a context where the clause K has been added to the program. Similarly, the construction rem(K, C) executes the condition C in a context where the clause K has been removed.
(F I-C).Z <0, P 0 {K}) (F ~-def(K, C)).Z (0, P> (C, F ~-C').Z
<0, P U {K}> ((def(K, C)), F I-C').Z (0, P> (F k-C).Z
<0, P\{K}> (F F-rem(K, C)).Z <0, P> (C, I" I--C').Z
<0, P\{K}> (rein(K, C), _F 1-C').Z
<0, P> When removing clauses using the rem rules, clauses will be considered equal if they are variable renaming variants of each other.
Note that the def rules are written so that not only the sequent containing the def, but also the sequents in Z are executed in a context where the clause K has been added. The alternative formulation, where only the sequent containing def is executed in a context where K has been added, would also be possible and, perhaps, more natural. However, the present rules reflect how GCLA is currently defined.
~6) Contraction
In the declarative semantics, assumptions could be duplicated freely. To reduce the search space of a GCLA implementation, this is not permitted in the operational semantics. Once an assumption has been used, it is not available any more. Sometimes there is a need to duplicate assumptions (commonly called "contraction" in logic). To permit this the special eontr construct is used. Writing contr(N, C) as an assumption, permits the condition C to be used as an assumption N times. As a conclusion, the construction is equivalent to simply writing C.
(F I--C).Z <0, P> (F k-contr(N, C)).Z < O, P>
for any N.
(F F C').2' <0, P> (contr(O, C), /" ~-C').Z' (0, P) (C, contr(N --1, C), /~ ~-C').22 (0, P) (contr(N, C), F t-C').Z (0, P)
where N > 0.
Control Issues
When attempting to show that a certain sequent holds, it is, in general, possible to use different inference rules, or to use one inference rule in different ways. These alternatives introduce nondeterminism in programs in a similar way as in Prolog.
By default, program clauses are ordered top down. Sequents, and assumptions within sequents, are ordered from left to right. Whenever different clauses, sequents or assumptions are applicable, the topmost/leftmost will be used first. As in Prolog, a choice point is made, so that the next one will be tried, should computation fail and backtrack.
Likewise, the inference rules are ordered so that the initial sequent rule is tried first, then the arrow-right or program-right rule (depending on the form of the condition to the right of the turnstile), and finally the arrow-left or program-left rules.
This standard left-to-right order might not only be inefficient, but might also cause some programs to loop. A basic problem is how to determine and specify an execution order that is suitable for a particular program. GCLA currently provides some simple primitives to change the selection order. 1~ We are presently working on a more flexible method to provide control information. The basic idea is to separate the control structure from the actual program, using special control clauses ("operators") to guide the execution of the program.
One particular control primitive needs to be mentioned, since it is used by most examples. Often it is desired that the program says nothing about whether a term holds or is absurd. Simply not defining the term in the program is not sufficient, as it implies that the term is absurd. Instead a clause of the form
is used. Now p is defined, so it cannot be absurd. On the other hand, a circular definition such as this gives no information that can be used to show that the term holds, so the desired effect is reached. Unfortunately, a clause such as this will cause a depth-first interpreter, such as the current GCLA interpreter, to loop.
Instead, a control primitive is used to declare p "total".* The effect is * The terminology is due to Ref. 7).
exactly as if the clause above was included in the program, but the interpreter will not loop.
w Applications and Examples
Throughout this section, we assume that all programs include the clauses X--X_ P; 0:~ P, P; O> Q.
and(P, Q):-P, (2, not(X):-X --* talse,
The first clause defines simple equality. The next two clause~ define disjunction, and the fourlh conjunction. This is all just as in Prolog The fi~a] clause defir~es nega~ior~ (to be explained shortly).
Although all programs will run on a GCLA system as they stand, additional control information is needed for efficient execution and/or to avoid duplication of answers. We omit this here, as it would obscure the examples and since the control primitives themselves are an active research topic and subject to major revision
I Negation
The following program illustrates the use of negation in GCLA. This example also shows that GCLA in many cases permits constructive negation.
elephant(clyde). elephant(fido). elephant(P):-albino_elephant(P). albino_elephant (karo). grey(P):-elephant(P), (albinoelephant(P) --~ false).
The first two clauses state that Clyde and Fido are elephants. The third clause states that all albino elephants are elephants. In the fourth clause Karo is defined to be an albino elephanl.
What constitules a grey object in this universe ? It should be an elephant that is not an albino elephant, i.e. an object such that assum{ng it ?earls to a contradiction. The construction albino_elephant(P) ~ fslse expresses this. The symbol false is simply some symbol that is never defined. The clause defining not in the beginning of this section is a general case of this construction.
Some examples: The goal k-grey(El has the two answer substitutions E =
clyde and E ----fido.
The goal F not(grey(E)) has the single answer substitution E = karo. Finally, the goal F-not(not(grey(P))) has the two answer substitutions E =
clyde and E = fido.
A Simple Expert System
A knowledge based system is a system which bases its reasoning on domain knowledge to find solutions to specific problems in a domain. Characteristic of such domains is that the reasoning in the domain cannot easily be formulated as algorithms. Rather the knowledge used in the reasoning is represented as rules, frames, semantic nets, etc. When it comes to implementing such a system many languages have been used; expert system shells, AI languages (e.g. OPS5, Prolog and Lisp) and traditional programming languages. For further reading on this subject see for instance the book by Hayes-Roth et al? )
A common problem with shells is their rigidity; if the domain doesn't fit perfectly within the limitations of the shell there is no way to make it fit except modifying the domain. A common limitation is that the shell only provides one inference rule, and that it doesn't allow definitions of new inference rules.
Compared to Prolog, GCLA is better suited for implementation of expert systems since in Prolog you are required to write a meta-interpreter to handle different inference rules, while in GCLA many of these rules are easily expressed in the language itself.
We will illustrate how GCLA can be used to implement a small expert system for the classification of mushrooms, and we will also show how to ask hypothetical and ordinary questions. The expert system is formulated in ordinary if-then rules forming the logic in which GCLA reasons. The way we formulate our queries determines how GCLA interprets and computes the answers.
The knowledge of mushrooms is expressed as rules where each known mushroom is described in terms of different characteristics. For each class of mushrooms, certain characteristics should be included. These characteristics are represented as c(attribute, value).
The strategy for how to classify is given as definitions of those characteristics. A mushroom is classified in one of the following classes: agaric if "it has disks, bolete if it has reeds. The strategy is expressed as follows: mushroom(X):-bolete(X); agaric(X).
agaric(X):-bolete(X):-c(underneath hat, disks), c(underneath_hat, reed), type_of_agaric(X), type_of_bolete(X).
TO find out of what type a particular mushroom is, for example an agaric, we have to examine the mushrooms listed as agaric. The characteristics of the mushroom to be classified must correspond to the characteristics in the rule describing a specific agaric.
to which the system would respond with • = agaricus_arvensis.
Another example is the query mushroom(agaricus_arvensis) F c(A, V).
which would be read as "What characteristics hold if Agaricus Arvensis is a mushroom ?" The first answer substitution would be A = underneath_hat, V = disks).
A and V are instantiated to the first characteristic that describes the Agaricus Arvensis. Here we ask about the knowledge concerning a specific mushroom and not about a specific instance in the program database. The answer to the query is found by examining the rule describing that mushroom. This is what makes GCLA special, the ability to ask this kind of queries without having to write a meta-interpreter to handle them. If we want all the characteristics, we can ask for the rest of the solutions by making use of backtracking, the next solution is:
A --colour_of spores, V --black and so on.
This could of course also be done in Prolog, but then we would have to write a new piece of code for each query.
Other hypothetical queries: What does an Agaricus Arvensis and an Amanita Virosa have in common, i.e. which characteristics are the same for both Agaricus Arvensis and Amanita Virosa ? backtracking yields further differences. The queries above are hypothetical in the sense that the assumptions for which the conclusion should hold are given in the query itself.
Functional Programming
It also turns out that functional programs can be executed in the framework of GCLA. Thus GCLA integrates logic and functional programming in a single framework. The equations defining pure functional programs are written as generalized Horn clauses and used as the GCLA program, making the GCLA system perform execution steps corresponding to reductions of a functional expression. To evaluate an expression, we use the expression as an assumption when asking the system what conclusions can be drawn from it. During execution, the expression is successively reduced until the answer has been found.
Let's take the add-program below as an example. It defines addition of two natural numbers expressed with the successor function. The first two clauses define the function, and the third defines a substitution schema for substituting the first argument into something else, if at all possible. The clause defining s is also a substitution schema for reducing the argument of the successor function.
The constant 0 should be declared "'total". Additional control information would be needed to avoid Ioop{ng search branches if this program is run on an actual GCLA system. Suppose now that we want to evaluate add(s(0), s(O)). The initial goal is to assume the expression, and to put a variable (the result of the calculation) to the right of the turnstile; step 1 in the trace below illustrates this. Step 2 and 3 simply expands the assumption using program-left. In step 4 arrow-left splits the goal into subgoals.
Step 5 uses arrow-right on the left subgoal. In step 6 and 7 initial-sequent is used to give the desired answer X =
s(s(O)).
This deduction illustrates eager evaluation. If we instead use initial sequent in step 2 we will get lazy evaluation. So by simply rearranging the order in which the operations are tried we can determine if lazy or eager evaluation should be used.
Planning
In planning the main goal is to find a sequence of actions that leads to a desired state. There are many different approaches to how this can be done and how to recover from an unsuccessful path during plan generation. Our approach has been to use the strength of GCLA's different deduction strategies to investigate in what ways plans can be generated by proofs. In addition, the predicate sit must be declared "total". To generate a plan for how to reach the state where C is on top of B (see Fig. 2 ), we ask the following question, "Is there a plan with three actions that leads to the state where C is on top of B ?"
action(X, action(Y, action(Z, sit(O)))) I-on(c, b).
In this goal, the assumption is a functional expression with undetermined actions (the variables) that is evaluated to the desired state. During this process, the actions are instantiated, sit (0) This example illustrates how GCLA can be used in implementing STRIPS-like planning. 13)
Simulation
Simulation of a task or an action means showing what happens in a real world situation without actually performing the task. Here we look at simulations in the context of proofs. This can be illustrated by using the same example as above, the blocks world. In GCLA we achieve the effect of simulation by posing a certain kind of questions to the program. In contrast to the planning example, the actions are instantiated and we ask about the conclusion. In the planning example the actions were uninstantiated, meaning unknown, and in the question we gave the conclusion, with instantiated arguments, that we wanted to achieve.
A question concerning the state of the world after the occurrence of some actions, i.e. simulating some actions and see the effect. "If we move A from B to the table, and we move B from C to A, what is standing on what ?" We assume that the same initial state as in the planning example (see Fig. 1 ). Posing the query action (move(b, c, a), action(unstack(a, b) , sit(0))) ~-and(sit(s(s(O))), on(X, V)).
to the system gives the answer substitution X --b, Y ----a.
It should be noted that a query with simply on(X, Y) as conclusion could give bindings for X and Y in any situation encountered by the program, not just the situation after performing the two actions. In particular, the initial state where A is on B could give an answer. To ensure that we get bindings concerning the situation after the two actions only, we require that the second situation, expressed by the term sit(s(s(O))) holds, thus the conclusion of the query is a conjunction of these two terms.
When comparing the planning example to the simulation example, GCLA's strength lies in the fact that the same program (definitions) can be used for two different tasks; planning and simulation. The difference is how the questions are instantiated, the instantiation patterns.
w Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, we have found that several important techniques can be implemented in a natural way using GCLA. However, for certain applications it is necessary to reduce the search space in order to gain sufficient efficiency. We are working on general control primitives to achieve this, and expect GCLA to become an elegant language combining expressiveness with efficiency.
An implementation of GCLA, written in SICStus/Quintus Prolog is available from SICS. 1) We are investigating further various aspects of GCLA. Among these are the ability to execute functional programs and the suitability of GCLA for parallel execution and partial evaluation. Of particular importance is gaining experience with developing production size programs in GCLA.
On the theoretical side, work has been done on using GCLA-like formalisms as type systems for functional programs 4) and as a basis for a framework for formal program development (program calculi)? )
